The Power of Now

One of my favorite activities as a child was doing mental
puzzles. Matchstick puzzles like this were among my favorites.
Easy to understand wording like “Move 2 matchsticks and turn
this ﬁsh that is swimming to the left into a guitar playing
crocodile swimming to the right.”

I may have taken a tiny bit of liberty with the wording to see if you were paying attention but
I’m sure you remember the concepts. Sometimes they were absurdly obvious. More often
than not though they forced you to think out of the box and ignore the obvious solution that
would lead you to failure.
In the spirit of this classic puzzle concept I need you to shift 1 thing and turn my least favorite
4 letter word “NEXT” into my favorite word “NOW.”

I needed this light hearted approach because the word “NEXT” simply makes my skin crawl.
You are sitting in a meeting trying to discuss important business issues and a question arises
that can make or break the ability to make a decision and someone blurts out “yadda yadda
yadda NEXT blah blah blah.”
If you don’t believe me just pay attention to your next meeting. Someone surfaces static data
on a slide and a leader asks “Why did that happen last month?” or “Why are those 2
providers under-performing the others” or “Why did our expenses go up?” The answer is
more often than not “That’s a great question. I will research that and get you the answer
NEXT _____.” I don’t care if the blank is “Week” “Month” “Meeting” or the phrase “Time the
committee meets.” NEXT is still a 4 letter word that simply means “We are never going to be
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able to make a decision.” Because “next” never gets here.

Qlik Dork’s 1’st Law of Analytics

Questions always, always, always give birth to additional questions. It’s Newtons’ 4’th Law of
motion.
Ok maybe it’s actually Qlik Dorks 1’st Law of Analytics, rather than Netwon’s 4’th Law of
Motion but you get the point and your experiences conﬁrm this natural law. We’ve got 0’s
and 1’s ﬁlling every nook and cranny of our buildings. We’ve got really great minds sitting in
oﬃces and cubicles. Yet when it’s time to perform. Time to answer questions. Time to
present “Actionable Intelligence” what do we get? The dreaded word “next.”
So what is going to turn the word “NEXT” into the word “NOW?” As in “Oh let me get you that
answer right NOW so that we can make a decision right NOW while everyone is already
together.”

Mobile is Key

I suggest that the answer lies in the mobile devices you already have in your hands. Yes the
one you are more than likely reading this post on is what’s going to turn the word “NEXT”
into “The Power of NOW.”
We use our mobile devices for almost everything in our lives outside of the oﬃce but we
seem to put them into airplane mode once we step into our places of work. Who can really be
blamed for that though? Our business problems are much more diﬃcult to solve than making
reservations for a trip while standing in an elevator, and then seeing a 3D satellite view of
that city when we arrive while we get turn by turn directions that include live information
about traﬃc patterns in front of us.
We all use analytics on our desktop computers but it’s not like they would really work on our
mobile devices. Would they? Take the following screen for example that represents the
common look and feel of a typical “dashboard.” It represents the number of messages on
Instagram from users around the world regarding ice-cream. It’s critical when I travel that I
know what the “locals” are saying. Should I consider “gelato” in Genoa? If so which vendor(s)
should I go to and which should I avoid?
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Responsive Design

Kind of proves the point that it’s far too big to ﬁt on a pad or a phone. Well …. It used to be.
But enter the magical world of “Responsive Design.” Responsive Design is far more than
marketing terms to describe the process of shrinking a dashboard like into 10 pixels wide by
10 high so that we need a magnifying glass to view it. Responsive Design involves applying
serious intelligence behind the scenes that actually “moves” and “alters” the objects as
needed to ﬁt whatever the size and orientation of your device happens to be.
Responsive Design is far more than marketing hype to describe the process of shrinking a
dashboard
Click To Tweet
Instead of elaborating or pages and pages I will point you to an excellent article that
describes responsive design in more depth by someone far better equipped and a lot more
succinct than I:
Click here for a more complete write up including pretty pictures to understand Responsive
Design
Cool stuﬀ right. Wait this post is about to get a whole lot better. The following link is for a Qlik
Sense Demo site and will take you to the dashboard I’ve shown above. You will be able to not
only see, but interact with the data right on your mobile device. Just for fun see if you can
ﬁgure out the most talked about term in the United States and what month the most posts
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occurring?
Click here to interact with a dashboard right on your mobile device

Another Visualization Exercise

In the past I’ve helped you “visualize” lots of types of data, and even a concept like the Data
Consumption Continuum. But now I’ve got a visualization task that is for you and you alone to
solve:
Visualize yourself interacting with your company data instead of popsicle posts.
Visualize yourself utilizing mobile devices during your meetings and turning the word “next”
into the phrase of “let me get you that answer right now.”
Visualize the leap forward in your company’s decision making when you begin taking
advantage of the “power of now” that responsive design can bring you.
Visualize the leap forward in your company when you take advantage of the “Power of NOW.”
Click To Tweet
Embracing responsive design will allow you to switch the right “matchsticks” to convert the
word next into the word now. But hey … no reason to rush. You can always transform your
business NEXT year. After all it’s not like your competition is doing it right NOW.
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